[Inhibition of growth of B16 melanoma caused by liver regeneration].
Phenomenon of spontaneous regression of cancer indicates that recovery from malignant disease can happen without the application of any so far known therapeutic treatment. The most of the self-cured patients have undergone surgical operation which did not eliminate entire tumor or did not affect malignant tissue at all. Furthermore, regression or reversion of tumors (transformation of tumor cells into normal, nonmalignant cells) can be achieved in plants or amphibia after exposure of tumor cells to the influence of normal, regenerating tissue. Thus, it seems that during tissue regeneration certain local changes in tissue happen (synthesis of some regulatory growth factors) which induce dying of tumor cells or modify main features of malignant cells. Previously we have studied growth of murine malignant tumors in regenerating tissue of liver and skin. Obtained results indicated that under the influence of regenerating tissue anaplasia of fibrosarcoma decreases, as well as do pigmentation and the incidence of live cells in melanoma B16 tissue. Thus, it is obvious that mechanism of regenerating tissue growth control, which can also change characteristics of tumor cells, exists in mammalia, too. In order to analyse whether the same homeostatic mechanism is responsible for the phenomenon of spontaneous regression of human cancer, we have analysed the growth of melanoma B16 in back limb of nonoperated and sham or partially hepatectomized mice. Regeneration of skin and abdominal wall tissue in sham hepatectomized animals slowed down tumor growth, while liver regeneration completely inhibited tumor progression. Tumor growth inhibition was result of tumor tissue necrosis which developed around blood vessels. However, the structure and integrity of blood vessels themselves was normal.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)